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QUANTUM SPACES OF HUMAN THINKING 

 

Thinking is ability to transform objective relations of nature in the purposes of 

human actions. Objective relations are quantized relations and devided into four 

types: casual, regular, system and relations of genesis. The human thinking has quan-

tized character too as it is determined by quantized objective relations.  

Random relations are displayed by magic (sensual) type of thinking. Regular 

relations are displayed by mythological (intuitive) type of thinking. System relations 

are displayed by rational (logic) type of thinking. Relations of genesis are displayed 

by creative (historical) type of thinking.  

Magic (sensual) thinking is the way of transformation of objective random re-

lations in the sensory purposes of spontaneous actions. The man operating spontane-

ous way, recreates probable space of nature. Spontaneous action is determined by the 

sensory purpose which is a product of magic (sensual) thinking.  

Mythological (intuitive) thinking is the way of transformation of objective reg-

ular relations in the perception purposes of regular actions. The man operating in the 

regular way, recreates the ordered space of nature. Ordering action is determined by 

the perception purpose which is a product of mythological (intuitive) thinking.  

Rational (logic) thinking is the way of transformation of objective system rela-

tions in the symbolical purposes of system actions. The man operating in the system 

way, recreates holistic type of nature. System action is determined by the symbolical 

purpose which is a product of rational (logic) thinking.  

Historical (creative) thinking is the way of transformation of objective rela-

tions of genesis in the sign purposes of creative actions. The man operating in the 

creative way, recreates historical space of nature development. Creative action is de-

termined by the sign purpose which is a product of historical (creative) thinking.  

Magic (sensual) thinking is the way of "cutting" in the nature of its first quan-

tum space – probable. Products of magic (sensual) thinking are the "states" ("proba-

bility") which are representing themselves as the purposes of spontaneous actions. As 

the result of spontaneous actions their purposes turn to the "magic" (sensual) know-

ledge expressing random character of nature.  

Mythological (intuitive) thinking is the way of "cutting" in nature of its second 

quantum space – regular. Products of mythological (intuitive) thinking are «object 

structures» ("orders") which are representing themselves as the purposes of regular 

actions. As the result of regular actions their purposes turn to the "mythological" (in-

tuitive) knowledge expressing ordered character of nature.  

Rational (logic) thinking is the way of "cutting" in nature of its third quantum 

space – holistic. Products of rational (logic) thinking are «object forms» («formal log-

ic»), representing themselves as the purposes of system actions. As the result of sys-

tem actions their purposes turn to the rational (conscious) knowledge expressing ho-

listic character of nature.  

Historical (creative) thinking is the way of "cutting" in the nature of its fourth 

quantum space – historical. Products of historical (creative) thinking are «genesis 



forms» («genesis logic»), representing themselves as the purposes of creative actions. 

As the result of creative actions their purposes turn to the historical (sensible) know-

ledge expressing historical character of nature.  


